
GOODNOTES APP
A TEACHER’S GUIDE



WHY 
GOODNOTES?

  Electronic exercise book 

  Compile range of media 
     PDF worksheets / photos / written text / sketches 

  Better tools for writing, highlighting, annotating 

  Quick and easy backup of work 

  Easy to archive and use for revision as PDF 

  Pre-populated Notebooks can be imported 



NOTEBOOKS 
SUGGESTIONS

  Create notebooks for different topics 

  Avoid one notebook for entire year (or even term) 

  Encourage use of covers 

  Add clear title to the notebook 

  Give the notebook a sensible name



CATEGORIES

  Key to GoodNotes organisation 

  Create a category for your subject 

  Avoid lots of sub-categories / topic categories 

  Create topic notebooks within the category



NOTEBOOK 
CREATION

  In category tap on + (top left) 

  Create new notebook 

  Give it a sensible name 

  Choose cover style 

  Choose default paper type 
     (lots of options available)



NOTEBOOK 
TITLE

  Give notebook a clear title 

  Much easier to identify 

  Suggest text tool as usually clearer 

  Useful if sent to Showbie



ADD  
CONTENT

  Tap on the + in a circle 

  Add images from camera / library / Google Drive 

  Easily add screenshots from other apps 

  Add text box for typing text 

  Add new pages



WRITING   
MAGNIFIER

  Best under-used feature of GoodNotes! 

  Write bigger, but keep written text small 

  Great for filling in worksheets 

  Write with stylus on lined paper easily 

  Keep writing and the magnifier moves



COMPILE  
DOCUMENTS

  Copy individual documents 

  Paste copied pages into a notebook 

  Tap on the + where you want to paste pages 

  Get students to organise existing documents 

  Worksheets and user-created pages 

  Video available on website 
     www.richardchalloner.com/goodnotes 

http://www.richardchalloner.com/goodnotes


INSERTING 
FROM SHOWBIE

  Adding a PDF from Showbie? 

  Get students to open GoodNotes first 

  Open Notebook to where they want new PDF 

  Then go back to Showbie and send PDF 

  This will insert PDF into the notebook 

  Otherwise they will have to copy in manually



EXPORT

  Tap on menu (top right) 

  Tap on Export 

  Two options: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Suggest PDF export if reviewing in Showbie etc.



SELECTED 
EXPORT

  Export specific pages from a notebook 

  Enter page mode (4 squares) 

  Tap on edit (top right) 

  Select pages for export 

  Tap on export  

  Export in usual way 

  Only pages selected will export 



ARCHIVE

  Encourage students to archive Notebooks in Foldr 

  Send to Foldr as PDF for easy viewing 

  Delete notebooks from GoodNotes to save space 

  Backup / export of GoodNotes file if necessary



FURTHER 
HELP

  www.richardchalloner.com/goodnotes  

  Simple how-to videos 

  Other iPad app support

http://www.richardchalloner.com/goodnotes

